INTRODUCTION

Rates of permanent pacemaker (PPM) insertion increase with age, with an estimated 70–80% of all PPMs being implanted in patients 65 years of age or older.1 With the ageing of populations worldwide associated with increased life expectancy and the ageing of the post–World War II ‘baby boom’ cohort, currently most evident in developed countries,2 estimates of population rates of PPM have continued to rise in most countries.3–8 Rising incidence and declining mortality contribute to increasing prevalence, with the associated burden of replacement of devices in addition to initial insertions. There is very little information on PPM prevalence for any country. One of the few reports comes from the Medical Device Implant Supplement to the 1988 US National Health Interview Survey.9 Population overall prevalence was estimated at 260/100 000; 40/100 000 for people aged 18–64 and 2600/100 000 for those aged ≥75 years. A Danish regional population had lower estimates, being 172/100 000 for men and 147/100 000 for women overall in 1990. The rates for older patients ranged from 1102/100 000 for men aged 75–79 to 2454/100 000 for those aged ≥90 years.10 The authors predicted that the prevalence rate could double within 25 years if annual insertions continued to exceed deaths. This rapid increase was evident among Medicare (US) recipients of PPMs (age ≥65 years), with age-standardised prevalence estimated at 325.4, 399.7 and 504.4 per 100 000 enrollees in 1990, 1995 and 2000, respectively.11

having documented a rapid rise in the population rates of insertions of automated implantable cardioverter defibrillator (AICD), especially in those aged 65 years or older,12 we aimed to determine contemporary estimates of trends in the age-specific incidence and prevalence of PPM use for the years 1995–2009, using linked data from an Australian state population. Australia is a developed


ABSTRACT

Objectives: To determine contemporary population estimates of the prevalence of cardiac permanent pacemaker (PPM) insertions.

Methods: A population-based observational study using linked hospital morbidity and death registry data from Western Australia (WA) to identify all incident cases of PPM insertion for adults aged 18 years or older. Prevalence rates were calculated by age and sex for the years 1995–2009 for the WA population.

Results: There were 9782 PPMs inserted during 1995–2009. Prevalence rose across the study period, exceeding 1 in 50 among people aged 75 or older from 2005. This was underpinned by incidence rates which rose with age, being highest in those 85 years or older; over 500/100 000 for men throughout, and over 200/100 000 for women. Rates for patients over 75 were more than double the rates for those aged 65–74 years. Women were around 40% of cases overall. The use of dual-chamber and triple-chamber pacing increased across the study period. A cardiac resynchronisation defibrillator was implanted for 58% of patients treated with cardiac resynchronisation therapy.

Conclusions: Rates of insertion and prevalence of PPM continue to rise with the ageing population in WA. As equilibrium has probably not been reached, the demand for pacing services in similarly well-developed economies is likely to continue to grow.
minimum economic growth, with universal healthcare, comparable with countries such as Canada, the UK and parts of Europe.

Methods

This retrospective cohort study uses linked data prepared by the Data Linkage Branch of the Health Department of Western Australia. The data linkage system has been described in detail elsewhere. 13

Ascertainment of cases

Data for the study were extracted from a linked file of all admissions, discharges and deaths among the population of Western Australia (WA), who were hospitalised for, or died from, cardiovascular disease and associated conditions since 1980 (WHO International Classification of Disease (ICD) V.9, 9-CM diagnostic codes 390–459, and 10-Australian Modification codes I00–I99) including all cardiac procedures. All records with a procedure or diagnosis code for insertion or management of a cardiac pacing device, and all admissions for each individual with such a record, formed the study database. The following information was collected: hospital admission and separation dates, and date of death to 31 December 2009, principal diagnosis and up to 19 secondary diagnoses, and up to 11 in-hospital procedures identified using WHO-ICD codes (available from the first author).

While WHO-ICD-9 codes distinguished ‘initial’ and ‘replacement’ insertion of a PPM, ICD-10-Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM) codes, introduced in mid-1999, did not. To identify initial insertions, a standard look-back of 15 years was used to find the first hospitalisation for a PPM-related procedure from 1995; this was considered the initial event, as pacemaker battery life infrequently exceeds 15 years. Pacemaker type (single, dual, triple chamber or ‘not otherwise specified’) was identified from the procedure codes for the insertion of the device. Where this was not specified, codes for lead placement (if specified) were used to determine the number of chambers paced. Biventricular pacing (cardiac resynchronisation therapy, CRT) was assigned specific WHO-ICD-10-AM codes from 2004 to mid-2008. This allowed identification of CRT pacemakers as well as CRT defibrillators (CRT-D), but from July 2008 ‘insertion of a pacemaker generator’ and insertion of a ‘permanent electrode into other heart chambers’ for a pacemaker were each reduced to a single code. This does not allow the identification of single, dual or triple chamber pacing. Similarly, the single code for the insertion of an ICD includes those devices that combine the defibrillator with CRT capacity. Patients who had codes for both pacing and AICD were included but not those with an AICD code alone. The major indications for PPM insertion were categorised using diagnosis and procedure codes based on those used in the world surveys, 5 and in a hierarchical fashion (major indication in principal diagnosis, secondary diagnosis, etc).

Validation of the coding of insertion of PPMs in the hospital morbidity data (HMD) was undertaken first by comparing cases drawn from a teaching hospital coronary catheter laboratory database with the HMD. Cases not found in either data sets were checked against the patient’s medical records. In addition, annual counts of new and replacement PPMs in WA based on hospital admission data were compared with sales figures published in quadrennial surveys conducted between 1997 and 2009, 14–17 and with total annual sales numbers for the State (2006–2009) compiled within the WA Department of Health.

Calculation of population incidence and prevalence rates

WA adult (≥20 years) population incidence was calculated for each year from 1995 to 2009 with the denominators being taken from Australian census years 1991, 1996, 2001 and 2006, and the Australian Bureau of Statistics mid-year population estimates used for intermediate years, for age groups 20–54 (pooled), 55–64, 65–74, 75–84 and 85+ years. 18 19 As insertion rates were high among the elderly, prevalence correction was applied to the denominators (prevalent cases in that year were subtracted from the population to give the ‘population at risk’), reducing the risk for underestimation of age-specific incidence rates. The age-standardised rates were standardised by the direct method against the 2009 population estimates.

For comparison of linked data-based population rates with those based on sales, as published in the quadrennial Australian-New Zealand surveys, 14–17 we used the total WA population for the years 1997, 2001, 2005 and 2009 as the denominator, as was done in those surveys.

Primary outcomes were trends in the demographics, incidence and prevalence of PPM insertions in the adult population of WA.

Statistical analysis

The recipients of PPMs are described, with differences between groups defined by age, sex, era of insertion (5-year intervals) and reason for insertion. Differences in mean age of the groups were tested with the ‘t’ test and the χ² test was used to compare groups defined by categorical variables. A ‘p’ value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics for Windows, V.21.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, New York, USA).

Results

Of 13 346 cases recorded for the years 1980–2009 with any pacemaker-related procedure, 9782 were incident cases of PPM insertion for the years 1995–2009. The numbers of new PPMs inserted rose steadily across the
The mean age at insertion rose from 73.8 (SD 11.7) years in 1995–1999 to 75.3 (SD 11.7) years in 2005–2009 (p≤0.001). Women were 2 years older overall (76.2, SD 11.5 years vs 74.2, SD 11.5 years, p<0.001) and comprised 40% of the study cohort throughout. The proportion of cases aged 75 years or older rose from 54% in 1995–1999 to 62% thereafter.

Incidence
The annual incidence of insertions rose from 32/100 000 of the adult population in 1995 to 58/100 000 in 2005 and 53/100 000 in 2009. Rates increased throughout for men as well as women. Women were less than 40% of patients under 75 years, and even among the oldest patients, ≥85 years, their proportion (48%) did not exceed that for men. The WA age-standardised rates were similar: 37.8/100 000 (95% CI 34.1 to 41.6) in 1995 to 59.6/100 000 (55.6–63.6) in 2005 and 53.4/100 000 (49.9–56.9) in 2009.

Incidence rates increased with age, being highest in those 85 years or older (figure 1) among whom rates were >500/100 000 for men and >200/100 000 for women throughout. The rate increases were most evident among patients aged ≥75 years, while remaining under 6/100 000 in those <55 years. Among older patients the average annual increase in the prevalence-corrected incidence rate ranged from 1.05 in men 65–74 years to 1.04 for men over 85 years. For women the average increase was 1.025 in those aged 65–74 years to 1.05 for those over 85 years.

Prevalence
The number of adults living with a PPM rose sharply from 2268 in 1995 to 7739 in 2009, with prevalence rates rising from 186 to 469 per 100 000. The rise in prevalent cases outstripped population growth (figure 2). Prevalence increased markedly with age, being highest among those aged 75–84 years, and has exceeded 2000/100 000 for those aged over 75 years since 2005 (figure 3). The average annual rate of growth between 1995 and 2009 was 7% overall; least for those aged 55–64 years (3%), highest for those 18–54 years (8%) although on low numbers, 6% for 65–76 years and 7% for those 75–84 and 85 years or older.

Indications and pacemaker type
Little change was seen in the major indications for PPMs across the study period; high-level atrioventricular block (HLB; 3°, Mobitz type II and other 2° blocks) was the most frequent major indication across the study period, although falling from 41% of cases in 1995–1999 to 33% for 2005–2009. Bundle branch block (BBB) and sick sinus syndrome (SSS) remained around 12% of cases each, while atrial fibrillation increased from 12% to 16%. There were 232 postablation (surgical, radiofrequency or cryoablation) cases. There was little difference between men and women in the indications for a PPM; women were somewhat more likely to be diagnosed with SSS (16% vs 11%, p<0.001) and less likely to have either HLB or BBB block (45% vs 51%, p<0.001).

Dual-chamber pacing was predominant from 1995, being double that of single-chamber, with increasing use of triple-chamber (biventricular) pacing seen from 2004 (when it was <5%).

While ICD-10 coding changes makes quantification of PPM types difficult from 2008, between 2004 and 2007 there were 252 (8%) triple-chamber insertions (presumed CRT) among 3284 first PPM insertions. Of these, 146 (58%) had additional codes indicating the use of a combined CRT-D device. The proportion of CRT-D as a first biventricular PPM rose from 54% in 2004 to 64% in 2007, and was 59% for men and 55% for women overall (p=0.35).

CRT was 14% of all PPM for patients aged <55 years, falling to 6% for 75–84-year-olds and 1% for those aged 85 years or more. The proportion of CRT-D also decreased with age, being 82%, 66%, 65%, 40% for...
those aged <55, 55–64, 65–74 and 75–84 years, respectively (p<0.001). Only eight patients aged ≥85 years (1%) had a CRT-device implanted during 2004–2007.

Validation studies

Seven of 210 PPM procedures (3%) from a teaching hospital catheter laboratory database for the year 1997 were not identified in the HMD, 3 of whom (1.4%) had confirmation of a PPM procedure in their medical record. Five cases in HMD were not in the catheter laboratory database, three of whom had only a ‘device check’ during hospitalisation.

Rates per million of new devices implanted in WA for the years 1997, 2001 and 2005 were 233, 320 and 422, respectively, for the HMD (an underestimate, as cases <18 years were not included), lower than the estimates from respective sales figures of 299, 338 and 532.

Compared with quadrennial estimates from sales figures in 1997, 2001, 2005, HMD estimates of incident annual cases were 12%, 6% and 20% lower, respectively.

DISCUSSION

Incidence and prevalence rates of PPM insertion rose throughout the 15 years of this study, with rates highest in those over 75 years of age, and the increases most evident in this older group of patients. Incidence rates for men exceeded those for women throughout, as in other countries, including in the very elderly (age ≥85 years). The rising prevalence was a function of the rising rate of PPM insertions accompanied by falling death rates in WA, the standardised death rate falling from 6.5 deaths per 1000 standard population in 1995 to 5.5 in 2010 (a decrease of 26%).

Ageing is associated with increases in arrhythmias and conduction disorders. This factor, with the increase in numbers of elderly within populations, leads to the increase in incidence evident for more than 30 years in studies from the USA and Denmark. As elsewhere, the median age of Western Australians is rising, with no strong indication from our data that the associated rates of PPM use among the aged has plateaued, although there was an apparent flattening of growth in the prevalence-corrected rate of new insertions among those aged 75–84 years.

While we were not able to capture the increasing use of CRT beyond 2007, the overall use of these devices increased in WA, with CRT-D being 58% of devices, similar to the 57% reported from the European MASCOT study (2003–2006). In a recent study from a single centre in the UK (2000–2009), CRT-D exceeded 80% of implants for CRT.

Incidence rate increases of PPM use are evident in most countries reporting for the quadrennial world surveys, although rates per million in a few high-use countries (Belgium, Italy, the UK and Australia) were lower in 2009 than 2005. This may be a sign that rates have plateaued in those countries, although numbers of new implants (except in Belgium) were higher. The authors of the world surveys acknowledge that the varying sources of PPM data, and the documenting of demographics, has been a challenge, so more data may be needed to demonstrate real change. A recent report from a Swedish registry did suggest a levelling off of growth for pacing devices in 2012 from the previous years, while AICD and CRT-D rates per million were still rising.

Incidence rates in WA of PPM use were highest in those aged ≥85 years of age, and this is consistent with other studies of age-specific incidence. Other studies, including some from Europe, that report distribution by age for initial insertions show that approximately 80% of PPM are inserted in those 70 or more years of age, and half of those in patients 80 years or older. Those 80 years or over are the fastest growing segment of the world population aged 60 years or over, suggesting that incident rates may not yet have plateaued in this Australian population, or others where the median age is rising.

The PPM insertion rate of 534 per million in 2009 in our study is similar to estimates from many European countries. Comparisons are hampered by the lack of age adjustment, however, the highest rates reported (≥700 per million) are from Germany, Italy, France and Sweden, where the median age is greater than Australia, and the USA where the median age is similar (figure 4). The correlation between median age and use of PPMs is only fair, with countries such as the USA and Germany having rates above those expected. Population projections can provide a guide to future incidence, although factors such as the structure of the healthcare system, and physician and patient beliefs and expectations about the appropriate levels of care may also influence the rates of PPM insertion. Where there is disparity within countries by region or population sector, such as reported from the highly developed economy of Sweden, there is potential for continuing growth in demand, even if population factors are stable.

Prevalence rates more than doubled within the 15-year study period, exceeding the prediction of a doubling of
the prevalence rate in 25 years from 1990 made from Danish regional population data. Prevalent cases tripled, so that since 2005 at least 1 in 50 of those aged 75 or older in WA have had a PPM inserted.

As there is no strong evidence that the age-related trend to increasing PPM use has plateaued, the implications from these findings are that health services worldwide can anticipate an increasing need for cardiac electrophysiological/pacing services, with the demand for initial implants rising with the ageing population. This is for pacing alone; the growth in the use of AICDs and CRT-D devices must also be taken into account. Even though the use of CRT was greater in the younger patients, the increasing prevalence of these devices, and improvements in life expectancy for recipients, will add to the demand for ongoing management, revision and replacement of PPMs. These demands are unlikely to ease in the short term, as the replacement rate has remained steady despite improvements in devices and battery life.

Strengths and weaknesses
This study benefits from access to more than 30 years of high-quality, population-level, person-based linked data, allowing researchers to look back over decades to identify incident and prevalent cases of PPM insertion. The validity of the matching for the HMD has been assessed, with invalid links (false positives) and missed links (false negatives) estimated at 0.11% each. WA is a state of net immigration; deaths outside the state have been estimated at less than 5%. WA is a state of net immigration; deaths outside the state have been estimated at less than 5%.

Validation of coding of procedures in the HMD matched those from a catheter laboratory database and medical records with no more than 2% of false positives and false negatives, and the coding of cardiac diagnoses has been found to have high validity over time, most recently in a study of heart failure.

These findings from WA can be broadly generalised to the wider Australian population as, despite insertion rates calculated from sales being lower than in the more populous states, WA has a lower median age. The trends can provide estimates to guide health service planning in similarly developed countries.

Validity of population estimates based on administrative data
There is no accepted ‘gold standard’ for estimates of PPM use. Several countries in the European Union maintain PPM registries using an identification card system to collect individual data on insertions of cardiac devices. Voluntary notification means that these data may be incomplete and must be supplemented or replaced by hospital-based surveys or sales figures provided by medical technology companies.

In this study aggregated, person-level hospital administrative data were a valid tool for estimating incidence and prevalence, although estimates from the WA administrative data were lower by 6–20% than sales-based surveys. The exclusion of children, and the inclusion of only incident, first-ever implantations is likely to account for the difference. Probable overestimation of device use using sales data compared with administrative data has been reported from the USA, where reported sales exceeded by more than 10% the hospital admissions-based National Inpatient Sample database, and in France by 7%.

Weaknesses
Indications for pacing derived from patients’ medical records would more accurately reflect clinical decisions than administrative data, where multiple competing indications may be coded. The use of a hierarchical method to categorise the WHO-ICD clinical codes, that is, the most likely major indication such as SSS or HLB are given precedence over conditions such as acute myocardial infarction, heart failure or syncope, does allow the determination of trends in major indications.

Changes to the coding of procedures (health interventions) in recent editions of the Australian Modification of the WHO-ICD-10 have significantly reduced the level of detail, affecting the measurement of current trends in pacemaker use. Since 2008, it is difficult to identify the number of chambers paced by analysis of the coding. Individual chart review was beyond the scope of this study. The apparent fall in PPM insertions (2009 data) may relate to the increased use of combined defibrillator/CRT devices for management of heart failure, and our inability to identify those devices that combine AICD and pacing functions, or it may signal a levelling-off of demand after a period of continued growth.

Conclusions
The demand for cardiac pacing is strongly related to ageing, driving the trends to rising rates of incidence and prevalence. With continued ageing of the population the demand for electrophysiology/pacing services is likely to continue to increase.
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